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“George Han, be careful!” Seeing Fang Kun’s situation, Lu Ruoxin was no longer angry,
but still worried about the man in his heart. At this time, he couldn’t help shouting at
George Han anxiously.

It was too late, it was fast, almost immediately when Lu Ruoxin spoke, Fang Kun was
already holding a long sword, and screamed angrily, and his body flew towards George
Han at a very fast speed.

Because of the very close distance, and at this time, George Han had completely let
Fang Kun go, and he was determined to lose, so he relaxed his vigilance, and people
were slowly falling from the sky. He was obviously not prepared for Fang Kun’s sudden
attack. !

This is a fact that everyone can see with their own eyes.

Whether it was Lu Ruoxin’s eager cry, or the slightly frowning of the Seven Elders and
others at this time, they secretly sighed Fang Kun’s incompetence, despicable and
shameless, all explained Fang Kun’s despicability at this time and George Han’s In
danger.

George Han also felt the strange change in the breath behind him, his eyes shrank, and
the next second, the jade sword in his hand was backhanded.

“Ping!”

Almost at the same time, Fang Kun’s dark sword suddenly struck, and the two swords
met, and the fire was everywhere.

“Drink!”

But at the moment of meeting in the sword, Fang Kun punched him again.

From the moment George Han fell, Fang Kun had already decided that he would never
lose!

A bright spear is easy to hide, but a hidden arrow is hard to guard. Even if George Han
reacts fast enough to block his deadly sword, it is difficult to block the preparedness of
others. He prepared to withdraw in a hurry, but suddenly, George Han His brows shrank
suddenly.

There was a sudden tearing sound on the entire back, his body suddenly hurt, and his
consciousness flashed slightly in an instant.



To endure these uncomfortable meanings, George Han’s fighting spirit still retreats, but
because of the sudden great changes in his body, his speed slowed down, and his
energy seemed to start to be unwilling. Faced with Fang Kun’s violent punch, Han Three
thousand can dodge some, but it is already impossible to dodge them all.

boom!

Fang Kun directly hit George Han in the abdomen with a punch. Although George Han
was unable to hit it with all his strength because of George Han’s dodge, at least 50% of
his power was covered by George Han, and in Fang Kun’s eyes , And even reached
Bacheng force.

boom!

Almost after a muffled sound, George Han’s body quickly fell from the air.

“Damn it.” Lu Ruoxin’s face was cold with a low curse.

Almost just when Fang Kun was about to make another move, a white silk flew out and
tied his hands directly. Lu Ruoxin’s graceful posture galloped over, hugged George Han
in his waist, and looked at Fang coldly. Kun yelled: “Enough!”

Fang Kun stared unwillingly at George Han, who had closed his eyes and was in a coma.
The next second, he disdainfully said coldly: “Forget his kid’s life, if you don’t protect him,
One more punch, I will kill him!”

“George Han, but so! Bah!” Fang Kun cursed in a low voice.

Lu Ruoxin’s eyes had a hint of anger, and he said coldly: “But so? It’s not obvious who
lost and who won?”

“Joke, but I deliberately let him. After all, his wife gave it to me. I won’t let it. He has a
few tricks, is it the past? When I really make a move, he can’t even punch me.” Fang
Kun said coldly.

As soon as the voice fell, Fang Kun made a fist with his right hand and raised his arms!

“The young master is invincible!” In the

distance, the 10,000 soldiers under his leadership suddenly shouted in unison.

“Shameless!” whispered, Lu Ruoxin treated him lazily, and flew down to the ground with
George Han.As Lu Ruoxin took the people down, the Seventh Elder waved his hand and
asked several of his cabinet disciples to help out, and he hurried towards him at the
same time.

Fang Kun also followed to the ground, dozens of his cronies and soldiers behind him
rushed over with excitement.



Almost all the soldiers who had a consensus stopped neatly at a distance of 20 meters
from the big brothers such as Lu Ruoxin and Fang Kun, and only the dozen or so
cronies walked to Fang Kun’s side.

“The young master is really powerful. Just a few punches knocked George Han down.”

“Haha, although we are far from the Central Plains, but I heard that this George Han has
been very hot recently, and many people are even more so. he is rumored miracle
spokesman, devil, called a short biography of God, I thought of it more than a skill, but
the results so! ” “

that is not right, not Han three thousand poor, but we are simply less The Lord is strong.
Some people can be in the Central Plains, but I don’t know that there are people outside
the world. There is a day outside the sky. If you are lucky, you will meet the suffering

master , and you will be exposed.” “So in the final analysis, it is our young master
ability.”

“Isn’t it? Especially with that punch, my dear, it was so energetic, it knocked out George
Han directly with one punch. If someone didn’t save him, I’m afraid someone would lose
his life. ” “

Oh, it is not only our little master swordsmanship skills, boxing is more like a tiger ah, do
not know what is called punch set the world! ” “

What a punch stability to the country! “

a bunch of cronies at this time one by one He happily complimented Fang Kun, and at
the same time he was full of pride, it also caused Fang Kun over there to fall into a great
self-expansion.

At this time, although he waved his hand hypocritically to indicate that everyone needn’t
say that, but in fact his heart was already blooming, and in his eyes he felt that he was
already number one in the world!

For his shameless behavior, he not only did not feel the slightest guilt, but directly chose
to ignore it.

“Elder, George Han is seriously injured.” At this time, the disciple who had already
rushed to Lu Ruoxin to examine George Han’s body suddenly raised his head and
rushed towards the report of the Seventh Elder Hui.

“The injury is serious?” The Seventh Elder frowned, walked a few steps to George Han’s
side and squatted down, and then grabbed George Han’s meridians with one hand and
looked carefully.



It stands to reason that even if Yu Fangkun hit George Han with a punch just now,
according to common sense, George Han’s injury is unlikely to be very serious, and this
is the root cause of the seventh elder’s frown. .

Hearing the disciple’s report and the serious expression of the Seventh Elder after lightly
touching George Han meridian, Lu Ruoxin couldn’t help but feel extremely worried.

At the same time, she glared at Fang Kun angrily.

Although the Fang family has had a good relationship with the top of the Blue Mountains
for generations, and the Patriarch of the Fang Family and his father are friends of
worship, Lu Ruoxin will not care. If George Han has something to do, let alone Fang Kun,
even the Patriarch of the Fang Family , There is no face at all.

Seeing Lu Ruoxin’s god of death glared, Fang Kun was immediately startled, staggering
and taking a step back!

At almost the same time, Lu Ruoxin retracted his gaze and looked at the seventh elder
nervously, worrying: “Seven elder, how could this be? What happened to George Han?”
The

seventh elder raised his hand slightly at this time, and his eyebrows were tightly closed.
A line!
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he didn’t say a word, as if he was thinking about something.

Seeing Qi Chang like this, Lu Ruoxin fixed his gaze on the disciple who had just
inspected George Han, and said coldly, “You said!”

The disciple was startled and nodded: “Report to the princess. , The disciple did not look
as detailed as the elder, only to know that George Han’s current life is in a critical state,
and his physical injury is really too serious. “

Too heavy? !

Dying? !

When hearing these words, Lu Ruoxin’s brain suddenly felt a buzzing sound.

Fang Kun’s body couldn’t help trembling slightly, and he was completely stunned.

He wanted to defeat George Han. What he said was the tone between men. What he
wanted to prove was that he was better than him. After all, the Fang Lu family had been
together for a long time, and Lu Ruoxin had such a stunning daughter, Fang Kun It is
impossible not to have the idea of   getting the moon near the water.



Beautiful people and deep backgrounds, any man who has ideas will naturally covet
such a beauty.

It’s just that Lu Ruoxin had never seen anything about a man for many years. It was no
longer an open secret. In addition to knowing Lu Ruoxin’s temperament, Fang Kun
never dared to confess his mind.

He also indirectly reminded Lu Ruoxin in a joking manner, but he was completely
rejected by Lu Ruoxin in a joking manner. From then on, he was completely buried in his
heart, and even…

even cut off this idea.

But after he completely stopped thinking, Lu Ruoxin changed.

He no longer despises men. Instead, he admires a man well and expresses his heart
secretly. How can this not make Fang Kun jealous, and at the same time be full of a
strange mentality for the man George Han? !

Tightly, he retreated next to Amelia Su who Lu Ruoxin recommended to him this time.

Although not as unparalleled in appearance as Lu Ruoxin, she is definitely a top-notch
beauty. In addition, she is a goddess who supports the family and combines with her. If
the son of the true god can be born, he will be both human and profit!

This was the root that really broke his love for Lu Ruoxin, but it was also the fuse that
detonated his inner jealousy and madness.

Amelia Su’s man is George Han again! ! !

George Han George Han, why is it all George Han? Why did the two women who
tempted themselves always revolving around George Han!

What is his George Han? Fang Kun is the dragon among the people!

Holding the identity of the successor to the desert city, the cultivation base is even more
mysterious. People are young and not bad in length. Why should they live under a
human on earth? ! So, he desperately wanted to find a chance, he had to compete with
George Han, breathed out a bad breath, and proved something he wanted to prove!

But he never thought about making the situation like this!

Lu Ruoxin loves this man. If he dies, he will bear Lu Ruoxin’s revenge. It’s hard to
imagine! !

“Ms. Lu, the so-called competition, naturally unavoidable swords and eyesless, this is
human nature. Since George Han dared to compete with our young master, he should



naturally bear the corresponding consequences. He is like this. No wonder others,
blame. , I can only blame him for not being good at learning.”

At this time, Fang Kun’s cronies said dissatisfied.

“That’s right, the skills are not as good as humans. We can’t let our young master let him?
Besides, the young master has let him.”

“Yes!”

said one person, and several other cronies. Immediately echoed in unison.

“Yes, I just played a three-point effort, and I have been very reserved. How can I know
that this George Han is so unbeatable, blame it, you blame George Han for being too
useless, you can’t blame me for being too capable.” With the support of his own people,
Fang Kun also bite the bullet and argued.

Hearing this, Lu Ruoxin stared coldly and was about to speak, but at this moment, the
seventh elder slightly lifted his hand: “George Han’s serious injury has nothing to do with
them!”

“What?”

“What?!” The

seventh elder. After a few words, a group of people collectively dumbfounded!

Lu Ruoxin was shocked and dumbfounded, of course he could think of it, but at this time,
the confidants of the group of confidants were slapped in the face as if they were
slapped, collectively stupefied.

Serious injuries have nothing to do with them? !

This is enough to explain how funny and ridiculous what they said just now about
bragging about their masters, they are about to lift their masters to the sky, but they
finally found that they have nothing to do with them.

They are not embarrassed, who is embarrassed? !

Had it not been for George Han’s critical situation now, the disciples of the Blue
Mountain Pavilion would have laughed.

“It has nothing to do with me?” Fang Kun was also embarrassed. He looked at the
seventh elder in disbelief and said, “Elder, are you making a mistake?”

“Everyone saw it, but I knocked George Han out with a single blow. Now, this is an
iron-clad fact. He has become such a bear, naturally because I am fierce enough!” Fang
Kunqiang asked in embarrassment at this time for the sake of face.



“Yes, elder, there is no need to tell these lies in order to hide George Han’s wasteful
face, you are respected.”

Hearing these words, the Seventh Elder was immediately dissatisfied, and got up and
lifted George Han’s clothes. !
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As soon as the clothes were opened, George Han’s entire abdomen was exposed in
front of everyone.

However, the steel-like abdomen did not have any scars, it was just a little masculine,
which made Lu Ruoxin look a little red.

“Did you see it clearly?” The Seventh Elder said coldly.

“You hit George Han in the abdomen. But, are there any scars on the abdomen? No,
there is no one at all.”

“In other words, you succeeded in a sneak attack, but the actual situation is, Even if your
methods are despicable, you still didn’t cause any harm to others!”

“So, can I trouble you and your disciples to shut their stinky mouths? It’s too noisy!”

Following the seventh elder, he snorted coldly.

A group of people in the desert city were speechless, and the embarrassment was
spread directly on the entire face.

George Han’s abdomen does not have any scars, which means that all the bragging
stuff just now looks like jokes, they are circling crazy in the ears, ridiculing everyone who
just spoke.

Fang Kun’s face was red and green, and his face was as ugly as it was!

How could this be?

How could this be?

He had obviously hit George Han, and he was confident that George Han would
definitely be injured as a result, even to the horrible situation he is now, but no matter
how he can think of it, everything has nothing to do with him.

What’s even more ironic is that his almost full blow hit George Han, but the result
was…not hurt at all? !



This not only slapped the bull he had blown, but at the same time, it seemed to be crazy
about how weak his power was!

Even an individual cannot bear such a result. What’s more, is it a person like Fang Kun
who has status, identity, and good face? !

“It’s impossible, it’s impossible. Did you make a mistake? Oh, yes, yes, I used internal
force, which shook him!” Fang Kun thought of something, and hurriedly explained.

When he shouted, a group of pro-disciples like frost-beaten eggplant nodded quickly at
this time.

“Yes, yes, right, our young master has amazing internal strength and extremely high
cultivation level. This is already an open secret in our desert city. Once the fist wind is
gone, it hurts people hard, and even more angry.

” There seems to be no scars on the outside, in fact Qi Jin has already beaten George
Han’s trash for a

long time .” With an excuse, a group of people suddenly regained their confidence and
said loudly at this time.

There is no trauma, but there are internal injuries. As long as a cultivator has some
ability, he can naturally do it.

“If your repair is so high, so strong Qi Jin, I would like to ask you, after you enter the
human body Qi Jin, also can be turned into a knife? Or edge?””Also, can you turn?
Change lanes?” The

Seventh Elder said annoyingly, and then turned the surface of George Han’s body over,
and Chi Guo’s back was immediately placed on everyone. In front of.

“George Han’s serious injury originated from here, can you do it with your energy?”

With the question of the seventh elder, everyone also saw George Han’s horrible back
at this time.

The width of a full half centimeter, the length is even more than ten centimeters, its
miserable appearance, its bloody degree, almost let everyone see it and feel the back
cold.

If there was an open belly, then George Han was directly opened and his spine was
broken.

Although there is a lot of solidification around the wound, it means that he has used any
method to treat it, but unfortunately, when the treatment is not complete, there is a
problem.



On this point, the Seventh Elder was not wrong. After being hit by the Pangu Axe,
George Han used the echo of his heart and blood to regain control of the Pangu Axe.

Afterwards, although he used the Five Elements God Stone to help him heal the injuries
behind him, because George Han immediately went into battle with the old monk and
the mysterious man in black, and did not share any strength to support the Five
Elements God Stone.

As a result, the five-element sacred stone, which had already been cured by George
Han once, was used again under the shock of the shock, so that the resources and
energy were not enough, and the progress was extremely slow when it was completed
to a half.

The serious injuries have actually affected George Han in the battle, but this guy has
been clenching his teeth and insisting. He knows that once he breathes a sigh of relief,
what is waiting for him is the blow to him by the mysterious man and the old monk.

After finally getting away from the group, Fang Kun suddenly appeared again. Although
he did not cause George Han any heavy blow, the sudden attack still made George Han
have to deal with it in a hurry.

In a desperate situation, George Han raised his breath again, and finally broke the last
chord of his tight body.

It’s just that Fang Kun, a shameless person, is inexplicably confident…

“Moreover, although these injuries are new injuries, they are at least half an hour ago.”
With the

words of the Seventh Elder, everyone present looked at that shockingly shocking. His
wounds have opened his eyes wide in shock, which means that this guy has such a
serious wound, just…

just now, he was fighting with that group of people. !

This…

Is this still a human!

At this time, Fang Kun and a group of cronies were completely dumbfounded…

“No, no, this is not… this is impossible, this is impossible.” Suddenly, at this moment…
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